Real estate companies now refinance via Loanboox
Zurich, 8. March 2022. Loanboox, the leading financing platform, has modernised debt financing for
the public sector. The company now also offers its services to housing cooperatives, real estate
funds and real estate companies. For this purpose, Loanboox has added the experienced real estate
financing expert Patrick Zurfluh to the team.
To date, municipalities, cities and large companies have concluded 2’500 loans via Loanboox. Due to the
high demand, the financing platform is now also offering its services to housing cooperatives, real estate
funds and companies.
The first pilot transactions have already been concluded in recent months. A housing cooperative from the
canton of Zurich has saved 20% of its financing costs and more than halved its workload. With its new
offering, Loanboox combines the advantages of the digital platform (digital offer comparison, efficient
processes and access to a big lender network) with professional, personal advice.
For this purpose, the financing expert Patrick Zurfluh joins the team as Head of Real Estate Financing.
Patrick Zurfluh previously worked for Raiffeisen and Credit Suisse as a real estate financing specialist and
explains: "When working there, I noticed: Real estate financing should be simpler and more cost-efficient.
That’s why I have joined Loanboox. I'm looking forward to helping real estate companies get their best
financings."
For lenders, Loanboox also creates advantages, by enabling wider access to opportunities and streamlined
processes. In the digital data room, all documents and necessary information are available in one place and
clearly synthetised. This eliminates the need for multiple back and forth between borrowers and lenders.
Fair communication and clear deadlines are an advantage for all parties. Loanboox is open to partnerships
with interested associations or organisations.

About Loanboox:
Loanboox is the leading European platform for debt financing for professional organizations and a member
of the business community Leaders for Climate Action. For more information about Loanboox, see here.
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